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PRESERVATION PROPERTIES OF
TRI-QUOTIENT MAPS WITH
SIEVE-COMPLETE FIBRES
WINFRIED JUST* AND HOWARD WICKE

Abstract: We show that regular images of regular monotonic
p-spaces under tri-quotient maps with sieve-complete fibres are
of pointwise countable type, and are first countable if the do
main has also a base of countable order. It is also shown that
such maps are always countable-compact-covering. None of
the above remains true if one replaces "tri-quotient" by "bi
quotient."

o.

INTRODUCTION

The concept of a tri-quotient map was introduced in [M 77].
It is a generalization of both the concepts of an open map and
a perfect map. One would therefore expect that topological
properties preserved by both open maps and perfect maps are
also preserved by tri-quotient maps. In this paper, we establish
some results of this kind.
Our focus is on tri-quotient maps with sieve-complete fibres
(not necessarily for a fixed sieve on the domain) which have
regular monotonic p-spaces or spaces with a base of countable
order as their domains. These spaces behave well with respect
to perfect maps and open maps in the presence of uniform
completeness of the fibres (see [WW 67] and [WW 73]. A
summary of results can be found in [CCN]).
• Partially supported by NSF grant DMS-9016021.
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The class of monotonic p-spaces is rather extensive; in par
ticular -it includes the classes of sieve-complete spaces and
spaces having a base of countable order as well as the class
of p-spaces introduced by Arhangel'skii in [A 65], which in
turn includes all locally compact spaces and all Cech-complete
spaces.
Our Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 state that under certain condi
tions a tri-quotient map is countable-compact-covering (3.2)
or even inductively perfect (3.1). Countable-compact-covering
maps are of interest in the present context, because they are
often tri-quotient (see [M 81, 1.2(c)] for a sufficient condition).
Theorem 3.1 generalizes Theorem 1.4 of [M 81], which concerns
only functions whose domain is a metric space.
The paper is organized as follows: In section 1, we establish
terminology and some basic facts used throughout our argu
ments. Section 2 is devoted to a technical lemma, and section 3
to our major results. In section 4 we discuss some examples
that sh~w limitations of possible generalizations of our results.

1. TERMINOLOGY AND BASIC FACTS
Our terminology is mostly standard. All spaces considered in
this paper are regular. It is understood that regularity implies
To. All maps are continuous. We shall write f-ly instead of
f-l{y}. A space X is of pointwise countable type, if for every
point x E X there exists a compact C ~ X such that x E C
and X(C,X) = No.
A family U of open subsets of a space X is an outer base
for a subspace Y of X if for every open V ~ X such that
y ~ V there exists a U E U such that Y ~ U ~ V. A
sequence (Un)nEw of subsets of X is closurewise decreasing if
cl(Un+1 ) ~ Un for every nEw.
We shall frequently make use of Konig's Lemma which states
that every tree of height w with finite levels has an infinite
branch.
Suppose f : X -+ Y is a fixed map from a space X onto
a space Y, and E ~ Y. A subspace C of X is called a cover
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of E if the image f[e] = E. If every (countable) compact
subsetE of Y has a compact cover, then we say that the map
f is (countable-) compact-covering. A surjection f : X ~ Y is
inductively perfect if there is a cover X' ~ X of Y such that
the restriction fiX' is perfect.

1.0 Definition: (a) A surjective map f : X -+ Y is tri
quotient if one can assign to each open U in X an open U* in
Y such that:
(i) U* ~ f[U],
(ii) X* = Y,
(iii) U ~ V implies U* ~ V*,
(iv) If y E U* and W is a cover of f-ly n U by open
subsets of X, then there is a finite F e w
such that y E (U :F) * .
We call U .-..+ U* a t-assignment for f.
(b) A surjective map f : X ~ Y is bi-quotient, if for every
y E Y the following condition :holds:
(!)y If W is an open cover of f-1y, then there is a finite
:F ~ W such that y E int(f[UJl).
1.1 Fact: (a) All open maps and all perfect maps are tri
quotient.
(b) Every tri-quotient map is hi-quotient.
Proof: For (a), see [M 77, Theorem 6.5]. (b) is obvious.

1.2 Definition: Let X be a space and X' ~ X. A sequence
S = ((An, D n , 1rn ) )nEw will be called a sieve for X' in X if for

every n, An = {Ad}dED n is a cover of X' by open subsets of X,
and 1rn : D n +1 --+ D n is such that:
1) X' n Ad = U{X' n Ad': 1rn (d') = d} for every d E Dn ,
and
2) Ad ~ A1I'n(d) for every d E Dn +1 •
A sequence (Adn)nEw, where dn E D n and 1rn (dn +1 ) = dn will
be called a thread of S. The sieve S is complete for x' if for
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every thread (Adn)new, every filter base F on X' which meshes
with {X' n A dn :' nEw} clusters in X'. (Recall that a filter
base F on X clusters at x in X if x E clx(F) for all F E F.
Two collections of sets :F and A mesh if every F E F intersects
every A E A.) X is sieve-complete if there is a complete sieve
for X in X.

Remark: In our treatment of sieves, we allow that Ad =
Ad' for d # d' . However, in order to simplify notation we
always assume that the sets D n are pairwise disjoint.
1~3

1.4 Fact: (a) A metrizable space X is sieve-complete iff it is
completely metrizable.
(b) If a closed subspace X' of X is sieve-complete, then there
exists a complete sieve for X' in X.
Proof: (a) is an easy consequence of e.g., [M 77, Theorem 3.2].

(b) Let 8 ' = ((A~, Dn , 7r n ) )nEw be a complete sieve for X' in
X'. Le~. U = X\X ' , and define for d E D n and A~ E A~: Ad =
A~UU. Let An = {Ad: d E Dn }. Then S
((An, Dn, 1rn))nEw
is a complete sieve for X' in X.

=

1.5 Definition: Let (Bn)new be a sequence of subsets of a
topological space X. We define the following properties:
(md) If x E nnew B n , then {Bn : nEw} is a base at x.
(mp) If nnew B n =f 0, and F is a filter base on X which meshes
with {Bn : nEw}, then:F clusters in X.
(me) If F is a filter base which meshes with {B n : nEw},
then F clusters in X.
Let (m) denote any of the properties (md), (mp), (mc). A
sequence (Bn)new of bases for a regular space X is called an
(m)-sequence if every closurewise decreasing sequence (Bn)nEw,
where B n E Bn for every nEw, has (m).
A space X is said to be a monotonic p-space if it has an
(mp )-sequence of bases, and is said to have a base of countable
order if it has an (md)-sequence of bases.
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1.6 Fact: (a) A paracompact T2 -space is metrizable iff it has
a base of countable order.
(b) Every (md)-sequence of bases is an (mp)-sequence of bases.
Hence every space with base of countable order is a mono
tonic p-space.
(c) A monotonic p-space with Gc5-diagonal has a base of count
able order.
(d) The following are equivalent for a closurewise decreasing
(Bn)new of subsets of a space X :

(i) (Bn)nEw has (mp).
(ii) For every centered family A such that for all nEw there
exists an A E A such that A ~ B n , if nnew B n =F 0, then
n{c1x(A) : A E A} =F 0.
(iii) nnew B n = 0 or nnew B n is compact and {Bn : nEw}
is an outer base at nnew Bne
Thus a regular space X is a monotonic p-space iff there is
a sequence (Bn)new of bases such that for each closurewise
decreasing sequence (Bn)new with B n E Bn for each nEw,
(ii) holds.
(e) Every compact space is a monotonic p-space.
Proof: (a) is a deep theorem of Arhangel'skir. It was proved in
[A 63] using his original elegant definition. (b) is obvious. (c)
is proved in [W 72]. The equivalence of (d)(ii) and (d)(iii) is
stated in 2.10 of [CCN]. The equivalence of (d) (i) and (d)(ii)
is stated in [M 77, footnote 11]. (e) follows immediately from
Definition 1.5.

1.7 Remark: There are natural equivalent definitions of "mono
tonic p-space" and "base of countable order" in terms of sieves,
and of "sieve-completeness" as a space with an (mc)-sequence
of bases (see footnote 4 in [M 77] and also [CCN]). The con
dition given in 1.6{d) is essentially' the original definition of
monotonic p-spaces in [W 71] where such spaces were called I3b
spaces. The original definition of spaces having a base of count
able order was given in [A 63]; the equivalence of that definition
to the formulation of Definition 1.5 was proved in [WoW]. The
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concept of sieve-completeness was isolated in [WW 71], where
it is called condition K,. In [W 71], sieve-complete spaces are
called Ab-spaces. We use here the convenient terminology of
[CCN], where many results of Wicke and Worrell are summa
rized and simplified.

2. A

TECHNICAL LEMMA

The following lemma generalizes Lemma 2.2 of [M 81] which
involves metric X.

2.0 Lemma. Suppose f : X -+ Y is a tri-quotient map with t
assignment U t-+ u· from a regular monotonic p-space X onto
a regular space Y. Let U be open in X, and y E U· be such
that f-ly is a sieve-complete subspace of X. Let (Bn)nEw be an
(mp)-sequence of bases for X. Then there exists a decreasing
sequence (Un)nEw of open subsets of U such that for all n:
(0) Each Un is the union of finitely many elements of Bn ,
each of which has nonempty intersection with f-1y,

(i) y E

U~,

(ii) cl(Un+1 ) ~ Un ~ U,
(iii) CI(U~+l) ~ U~,
(iv) Suppose 9 is a filter base which meshes with
{Un: nEw}. Then n{c1x(G) : 9 E g} =1= 0.
(v) nnEw Un is nonempty and compact with outer base
{Un: nEw}. If, in addition, {y} is a Go-subset olY,
then the (Un)nEw may be constructed so that nnEw Un ~

f-Iy.
(vi) nnEw U~ is nonempty and compact with outer base
{U: : nEw}.
Proof: By assumption and Fact 1.4(b), there exists a complete
SIeve
S = ((An, D n ,1rn })nEw for f-ly in X. We fix such a sieve S
throughout this proof. Fix open sets H n as follows: If {y} is a
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G6-subset of Y, then we require that {y}
then let Hn = Y for every nEw.

= nnEw H n •

If not,

We are going to construct the sequence (Un)new. Since f-lyn
U is covered by Ao and y E U*, by Definition 1.0(iv) there is
a finite ~ ~ Ao such that y E (U A~)*. Let
denote UA~.
Then f-ly n is covered by
B~ = {B E 8 0 : B n f-ly -:f 0 & 3A E A~ such that
cl(B) ~ An U}.
Hence there exists a finite F o ~ B~ such that y E (UFo)*.
Let Uo = UFo.
For n > 0, suppose Uk, A~ and Fk are defined for all k < n
and satisfy:
(a)k A k and Fk are finite, Ak ~ A k , :Fk ~ Bk, and U.rk = Uk,
(b)k If B E :Fk' then B n f-ly -:f 0,
(C)k If k > 0 and B E :Fk , then there exist CB E :Fk - 1 , A E A~
and an open W k ~ H k such that cl(B) ~ CB nAn j-1Wk
and y E W k ~ cl(Wk ) ~ (UFk - 1 )*.
(d)k y E {U.rk)* (= Uk)·
From (C)n-l we know that f-Iy In Un - l is covered by A~_l;
hence it is covered by £ = {Ad E An: A 1rn _ 1 (d) E A~_l}. So
there exists a finite A~ ~ £ such that y E (U A~)*. Let Vn
denote UA~, and choose an open subset W n of H n such that
y E Wn ~ cl(Wn ) ~ (UFn - 1 )*. Let
B~ = {B E Bn : Bnj-ly -:f 0 and cl(B) ~ CnAnj-1Wn
for some A E A~, C E :Fn - 1 }.

va

va

n Vn , and by tri-quotiency of !, there
such that y E (U.rn )·. Set Un = UTn.

Then B~ covers f-ly

is a finite :Fn ~ B~
This concludes the construction of the sequence (Un )nEw. We
show that it satisfies (O)-(vi).
Point (0) is evident from the construction and (b), and (i)
follows immediately from (d). It is also easy to see how (ii)
and (iii) follow from (c): Fix n, and let
Cn = U{CB: B E .rn +l}.
Then cl(Un+1 ) = cl(U:Fn+1 ) ~ (;n ~ U F n = Un, thus (ii)
holds.
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Similarily, cl(Wn ) ~ (UFn )* = (Un )*, and Un+1 = UFn +1 ~
f-lWn. By the latter and point (i) of Definition 1.0(a),
(Un+l )* ~ ![Un+l ] ~ W n, and therefore cly((Un+l )*) ~ U:,
i.e., (iii) holds.
To prove (iv), suppose Q is a filter base which meshes with
{Un: nEw}. Then n{c1x(G): G E Q} f:: 0. For nEw
denote:
M n = {B E F n : {B} meshes with Q}.
M n is nonempty; otherwise we could find aGE Q such
that G n B = 0 for every B E F n • The latter contradicts our
assumption on Q (since Un = UFn ).
H B E M n+1, then by (C)n+l there is aCE M n such
that cl(B) ~ C. Since each M n is finite, by Konig's Lem
ma there exists a closurewise decreasing sequence (Bn)nEw such
that B n E M n for every nEw. Moreover, by (b), the family
1t = {Bk n f-ly: k E w} is a filter base.
Let En = {A E A~: 3k B k ~ A}. Then En is finite and
nonempty by (c)n. If Ad E En +l , then A 1rn (d) E En' so again by
Konig's Lemma, there exists a thread (Adn)nEw of S such that
A dn contains some B kn • By the choice of the Bk's, the filter
base 1l meshes with {A dn n f-ly: nEw}. Since the sieve
S is complete for f-ly, the family 1t clusters at some point
x E f-ly. The sequence (Bk)kEw is closurewise decreasing,
therefore x E nkEw B k • Now by Definition 1.5, since GnBk =F 0
for G E Q, also n{cl(G n B k ): G E Q, k E w} =F 0, and thus
n{c1x(G): G E Q} f:: 0.
The first part of (v) follows from (iv), see Fact 1.6(d). For
the second part, if {y} is a Go-subset of Y, then nnEw Un ~

f-l(nnEw W n ) ~ nnEw Hn = f-ly.

To prove (vi), note that (iv) is preserved by continuous
mappings. By 1.0(i) any filter base Q which meshes with
{U~ : nEw} also meshes with {f[Unl : nEw}. Hence
n{ cl( G) : G E Q} f:: 0. By the equivalence of d(ii) and d(iii)
in 1.6, (vi) follows.
This completes the proof of Lemma 2.0.
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3.

THE THEOREMS

3.0 Theorem. Let f : X --. Y be a tri-quotient map from
a regular space X onto a regular space Y such that fo'r' each
y E Y, the fibre f-Iy is a sieve-complete subspace of X.
(a) If X is a monotonic p-space, then Y is of pointwise
countable type.
(b) If X has a base of countable order, then Y is first
countable.
Proof: (a) The function f satisfies the assumptions of Lemma
2.0. For y E Y, let (Un)nEw be a sequence such that (i)-(vi)
of 2.0 are satisfied. Then nnEw U: is a compact subset of Y of
countable character that contains y.
(b) Suppose (Bn)nEw is a sequence of bases witnessing that X
has a base of countable order. Note that this is automatically
an (mp)-sequence of bases. Let yE Y, and let (Un)nEw be a
sequence such that (O)-(vi) of 2.0 are satisfied. Denote C y =
nnEw Un: It suffices to show that Cy ~ f-Iy. If this inclusion
holds, then f[C y] = {y} and {U~: nEw} is a base at y in Y,
and we are done.
So let z E ey. By points (0) and (ii) of 2.0 and Konig's
Lemma, there is a closurewise decreasing sequence (Bn)nEw
such that z E B n ~ Un' Bn E Bn and Bn n f-Iy =f 0 for every
nEw. It follows from Definition 1.5 that {Bn : nEw} is a
base at z in X. If z fI. f-Iy, then because f-ly is closed, there
is some k E w such that B k n f-ly = 0. This contradicts the
choice of B k , and thus concludes the proof of Theorem 3.0.

3.1 Theorem. Every tri-quotient map from a regular mono
tonic p-space X onto a countable regular space Y, with each
fibre f-ly a sieve-complete subspace of X, is inductively per
fect.
Proof: Theorem 1.4 of [M 81] differs from the present theorem
only in that X is assumed metrizable, and the fibres of f are as
sumed completely metrizable. The only place in [M 81] where
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these assumptions are actually used is the proof of Michael's
. Lemma 2.2, which is superceded by our Lemma 2.0. The re
mainder of the proof goes through verbatim, noting that since
Y is countable and regular, {y} is a Gs-subset of Y for each
y E Y, and thus we get nnew Un ~ 1- 1 y from 2.0(v).

3.2 Theorem: Let f : X --+ Y be a tri-quotient map from a
regular monotonic p-space X onto a regular space Y such that
for each y E Y, the fibre 1-1y is a sieve-complete subspace of
X. Then I is countable-compact-covering.
Proof: Let f, X and Y be as in the assumptions, and let Z
be a compact, countable subspace of Y. We show that there
exists a compact cover of Z. Let W = 1-1 Z. The space W is a
closed subspace of X, and thus a regular, monotonic p-space.
Therefore, the restriction of f to W satisfies the assumptions of
3.1. It follows that there is a subspace W' ~ W that is mapped
by f onto Z and such that flW ' is perfect. Since inverse images
of compact spaces under perfect maps are compact, W' is a
compact cover of Z.

4.

EXAMPLES

Example 1
Our first example shows that the image of a metrizable (and
hence monotonic p-space with base of countable order) under
an open (and hence tri-quotient) map with sieve-complete fi
bres may not have a base of countable order; in fact, it need
not even be a monotonic p-space. This example was first pub
lished in [WW 67] in different terminology. We sketch it here
for the convenience of the reader.
Let S be the collection of all points (x, y) in the Euclidean
plane such that exactly one of the numbers x, y is rational. Let
T be the topology on S generated by the sets that are open in S
treated as a subspace of the Euclidean plane, and all singletons
{ (x, y)} such that x is irrational. Then T is regular and has a
u-Iocally finite base. To see the latter, enumerate the rationals
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(qn)new, and choose for every nEw a locally finite family V n
of open disks of radius 2- n in the Euclidean plane such that
UVn = R 2 \(R x {qn}).
Let Bn = {D n (Q x R) n S: D E 7Jn } U {{(x, qn)}·: x E
R\Q}. Then Bn is a locally finite collection of open subsets of
S, and Unew Bn is a u-Iocally finite base for T.
It follows from the Nagata-Smirnov Theorem that (S, T) is
metrizable.
Let M be the Michael Line, i.e., the set of all reals equipped
with the topology generated by the usual metric topology and
the set of all singletons {x}, where x is irrational. Define
! : S -+ M by !(x,y) = x. It is easy to see that f is an
open continuous surjection. Moreover, if x is rational, then
f-I X is homeomorphic to the set of irrationals, which is com
pletely metrizable. If x is irrational, then /-1 x is countable
and discrete. Thus in both cases, /-1 x is sieve-complete.
However, M is paracompact and non-rnetrizable (see e.g.,
[P, Exa~ple 2.3] for a proof), and thus by Fact 1.6(a) does not
have a base of countable order. Since M is a submetrizable
space, it has a G6-diagonal. By Fact 1.6{c), M is not even a
monotonic p-space.

Example 2
This example shows that in Theorem 3.0(b) the assumption
that X has a base of countable order can not be weakened to
the assumption that X is a first countable monotonic p-space,
not even if we assume that the map f is perfect. The example
is described, e.g., in [E, Example 3.1.26]. We put it here in the
context of our results.
Let X be the Alexandroff Double CircleCI U C2 , and let
Y be the one-point compactification of the discrete space of
cardinality 2No • Let! map C2 bijectively onto the isolated
points of Y, and C1 onto the accumulation point of Y. Then
X and Yare compact (hence monotonic p-spaces by 1.6(e)),
! is perfect (hence tri-quotient with sieve-complete fibres), X
is first countable, but X(Y) = 2No •
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Example 3
This 'example and the next show that in Theorem 3.0, the
assumption that f is tri-quotient cannot be weakened to "bi
quotient," even if X is a complete metric space. (Note that
the latter implies that all the fibres are complete in the given
metric, rather than individually sieve-complete.)
The class of bi-quotient images of metric spaces has a neat
combinatorial characterization; these are the bi-sequential
spaces (see [M 72] for details). Finding suitable examples would
be a straightforward matter if the following question had a pos
itive answer:
4.0 Question: Is every bi-sequential space the continuous
image of a metrizable space under a map f with sieve-complete
fibres?

Unfortunately, neither the proof of Theorem 3.D.2 of [M 72]
nor the techniques of section 5 of [M 71] shed much light on
this matter.
Here we present two ad hoc examples relevant to Theorem
3.0. The fibres in both examples are discrete, which naturally
leads to the following variation on the theme of 4.0.
4.1 Question: Is every bi-sequential space the continuous
image of a metrizable space under a map f with discrete fibres?

Example 3 shows that neither in part (a) nor in part (b)
of Theorem 3.0 does it suffice to assume that f is bi-quotient
rather than tri-quotient, even if X is metric.
Let u denote the metric topology on Z = R 2 , and let L de
note the x-axis. Let (Z, T) be a "bow-tie space," where at each
x E Z\L the neighborhoods of x are those of u, and at each
x E L there is a countable decreasing base B:r = {Un (x): n E
w} consisting of bow-tie shaped sets with x as their "knot."
Different shapes of bow-ties have been fashionable with differ
ent authors; the reader may consult [E 3.1.1] for one elegant
style. We take here a neutral approach and just list the prop
erties of the bases B:r and T that we will use.
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(A) Suppose y ELand y E B E Bx • Let W be a O"-open
neighborhood of y, and let ly be the vertical line through
y. If B n f y n W = {y}, then y = x.
(B) The topologies induced by T on Land Z\L coincide
with those induced by 0".
(C) (Z, T) is a regular space.
Let I C L be the closed unit interval, and let Y be the
quotient space obtained from Z by contracting I into one point
i*. Let h : Z ~ Y be the quotient map.

4.2 Lemma. The space Y is not

~f pointwise

countable type.

This was first observed by Coball in [C, footnote on p. 89].
A proof of 4.2 seems never to have 'been published. Therefore,
we sketch one for the convenience of the reader.
Proof: Assume by way of contradiction that C is a compact
subspace/of Y such that i* E C and that V is a countable base
for C in Y. Then D = h-1C has a countable base U in Z. Let
U E U. For each xED n L we choose a bow-tie B(x) E 8 x
such that B(x) ~ U, and for each x E D\L an open set W(x)
in the metric topology such that W(x) ~ U\L. Since D is
compact, there exists a finite set X( U) ~ D such that

D ~ U' = U{W(x): x E X(U)\L} U U{B(x) :
x E X (U) n L} ~ U.
For each U E U choose such X(U) and U'.

Then

U' = {U': U E U} is a countable base for D in Z. More
over, the set X(U) = U{X(U): U E U} n I is countable.
4.3 Claim. Let x E I, and let B E 8 x • Then there exists a
neighborhood Vx of x in the metric topology on the plane such
that Vx n D\B = 0.

Proof: If not, let {Vn : nEw} be a countable decreasing
base at x for the metric topology on Z. For all nEw, pick
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VnnD\B. By compactness of D\B, the set {x n : nEw}
-clusters at some y E D\B. Since cl-r(Vn) = clq(Vn ), the equal
ity x = y must hold, which is impossible, since x E B.
xn E

4.4 Claim. Let y E I, and let B E By. If there exists a neigh
borhood Vy of y in the metric topology on the plane such that
Vy n D\B = 0, then y E X(U).
Proof: Fix y, Vy , B as above, and let W be an open neighbor
hood of y in the metric topology on Z such that cl(W) C Vy •
Then DeB U (Z\cl(W)); therefore we can find U E U such
that U' ~ B U (Z\cl(W)). Since the sets W(x) in the defini
tion of U' were chosen disjoint from L, there is some x E X (U)
such that y E B(x). Since B(x) ~ B U Z\cl(W), we have
B(x) n W n 11l ~ B n W n 11l = {y}. By (A), B(x) E By, and
thus y E X(U).

Now Claims 4.3 and 4.4 imply that I
impossIble, since I is uncountable.
We have thus proved lemma 4.2.

~ -X(U),

which is

Now the following theorem shows that in Theorem 3.0 it is
necessary to assume that f is tri-quotient.
4.5 Theorem. Y is the image of a complete metric space X
under a bi-quotient map f.
Proof: The following lemma follows easily from results of Ve
denisov [V]. We give an alternative proof using sieves.

4.6 Lemma. Suppose (M, T) is a completely metrizable space,
and e is a complete metric on M that induces T. Suppose
there is a closurewise decreasing sequence (Un)nEw of nonempty
open subsets of M such that nnEw Un = 0. Let x* be a point
not in M. Define a T1 -topology T' on M U {x*} by letting
the subspace topology on M induced by T' agree with T, and
{Un U {x*}: nEw} be a neighborhood base at x*. Then
(M U {x*}, r') is completely metrizable.
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Proof: First note that r' is regular. Regularity at x E M
follows. from regularity of r and the fact that {x*} ~ citY {x}
Regularity at x* is implied by the assumption that (Un)nEw is
closurewise decreasing. Also, since for any u-Iocally finite base
B for T the family B U {B n Un: B E B, nEw} is au-locally
finite base for T', the space (M U {x*}, T') is metrizable. By
Fact 1.4(a), in order to show that 'T' is induced by a complete
metric, it suffices now to show that (M U {x*}, T') is sieve
complete for some sieve S. For n E: w, let An be the collection
of all open subsets of (M U {x*}, T such that:
- either A ~ M\clr(Un - 1 ) and diamuA ~ 2- n ,
- or A = Une
It is not hard to see that we can construct a sequence of
index sets (D n )nEw and a sequence of functions (1r n )nEw such
that S = ((An, Dn, 1rn))nEw is a sieve in the sense of Definition
1.2. (The indexing may involve some repetitions in the sense
of Remark 1.3.)
Now s~ppose that t = (Adn)nEw is a thread in·S. If A dn = Un
for all nEw, then T = {A dn : nEw} is a base at x*, and
every filter that meshes with T clusters at x*. If not, then with
the exception of perhaps the first few terms, t is a thread in
the prototypical complete sieve for (M, T), so every filter that
meshes with T clusters in M.
e

1

')

This concludes the proof of Lemma 4.6.

Now we are ready to construct the space X. Let X be the
direct sum of the family of spaces {Xi: i E R U { 00 } }, where:
- X oo is L X {(X)} with the usual topology of the real line,
- For i E R, Xi = ((Z\L) U {(i, O)}) x {i} with the topology
that of a subspace of Z x {i}.
Lemma 4.6 applies, and thus each Xi is completely metriz
able. Letting ei be a complete metric bounded by 1 that
induces the topology on Xi, and setting e(x, y) = 1 when
ever x E Xi, Y E Xi' and i :f j, we convince ourselves
that the topology on X is induced by the complete metric
U{ ei: i E R U {(X)} } U g.
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Define 9 : X ~ Z by g( x, y, i) = (x, y). Since for each
i E.R U {oo}, the restriction glXi is a .homeomorphic embed
ding of the clopen subspace Xi of X into Z, the map 9 is a
continuous surjection. Let f = hog: X ~ Y.
It remains to show that f is hi-quotient. Since h is perfect,
and the composition of bi-quotient maps is hi-quotient (see [M
72 Proposition 3.D.3]), we really need only to show that 9 is
hi-quotient.
So let (x, y) E Z, and W he an open cover of g-l(X, y). If
y =I 0, then let W E W be such that (x, y, 0) E W. Find an
open U C X such that (x,y,O) E U ~ W n Xo\{(O,O,O)}.
Then U is mapped onto an open neighborhood of (x, y), hence
(x,y) is an interior point of g[W]. Now suppose y = o. Find
WO,W1 E W such that (x,O,oo) E Wo and (x,O,x) E WI. By
Property (B), g[Wol contains an open (in the subspace topology
on L) neighborhood Vo ~ L, and g[W1 ] contains a relatively
open neighhorhood Vi ~ (Z\L) U {(x,D)} of (x,D). Choose
open UJ), U1 ~ Z such that Uo n L = Vo and U1 n ((Z\L) U
{(x, D)}) = Vi. Let U = UOUU1 • Then (x, 0) E U ~ g[WOUW1 ],
and we are done.

Example 4
In view of the previous example, the present one is somewhat
redundant for the purpose of justifying the assumptions of our
theorems. However, the gist of Example 3 is a strong negation
of compactness of Y. The present example shows that in The
orem 3.0(h) it does not suffice to assume that f is hi-quotient,
rather than tri-quotient, even if X is a complete metric space
and Y is compact. Moreover, the mechanism for showing that
the map is bi-quotient is radically different from the one used
in Example 3. This sheds some light on the difficulties one
encounters when trying to give a positive answer to Question
4.1.
The space Y in our example is A(K), the one-point compacti
fication of the discrete space of size K. If K is uncountable, then
A( K) is not first countable. Michael has shown in [M 72, Ex
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ample 10.15] that A(K) is the bi-quotient image of a metric
space iff I\, does not exceed the first measurable cardinal. The
map one gets by retracing his chain of evidence is different
from ours though, and his proof does not give any information
about sieve-completeness of the fibres.

4.7 Theorem. Let A( 1\,) be the one-point compactijication of
the discrete space of size 1\,. If K is smaller than the first mea
surable cardinal, then there exist a complete metric space X
and a bi-quotient map f : X -+ A(IC) from X onto A(K).
Proof of 4.7: Let K be as in the assumptions, and let f be the
set "w of all functions e : I\, --+ w. For e E £, let Me be the set
(K + 1) x {e} equipped with the metric d, where:
d((o, e), (o,e)) = 0 for ~ 1\"
d((o, e), (11:, e)) = d((II:, e), (0, e)) = e(o)+l for ° < 11:, and

°

d((o, e), ~P, e))

= d((P, e), (0, e)) = e(o)+l+e(P)+I for ° < P < 11:.

Let X be the union of the spaces Me; make it a complete
metric space by setting
d(o,e),(,B,e')) = 1 for e =F e'.
Let the underlying set of A(K) be K U {x*}, where x* is the
accumulation point. Define a map If : X --+ A(K) by:
f((K, e)) = x*, and
f((o:, e)) = 0: for 0: < K.
It is clear that f is a continuous surjection. So all that
remains to show is that f is bi-quotient. Since condition (!)y
of Definition 1.0(b) is obvious for the isolated points y E A( K),
we may concentrate on the case y = x*.
Let W be an open cover of f-Ix·, i.e., an open cover of the
set {(K, e): e E f}. Assume by way of contradiction that for
every finite subcover F of W, the point x* is not in the interior
of f[UF]. In other words, the following holds:

(*) For every finite subset F of 'W, there exists an infinite
K such that (0, e) (/:. UF whenever Q E AF and e E £.

AF ~
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Since (*) will continue to hold for every refinement of W,
we may without loss of generality assume that for every e E £
there exists exactly one We E W such that (I\" e) E We ~ Me.
For We' let Be = {o < 1\,: (0, e) E We}, and denote B =

{Be: e E £}.
Let I be the ideal on I\, generated by B, i.e., let
. I = {C ~ I\, : there is a finite B' C B such that C ~ UB'}.
An ideal of subsets of I\, will be called u-complete if it is
closed under countable unions.
4.8 Lemma. There exists a D ~ I\, such that the u-ideal :J of
subsets of D generated by the family
1(, = {I< ~ D: K E I or K is finite}
is a maximal, proper u-complete ideal on D.

The above lemma immediately implies that the cardinality
of D is at least that of the least measurable cardinal (see [J,
Corollary to Lemma 27.4]). Since IDI ~ 11\,1, we have reached
a contradiction with the assumption on 1\,. So' all that remains
to be done for the proof 'of 4.7 is the
Proof of Lemma 4.8: We split this into several steps. Let I' be
the ideal on I\, generated by I and the family of finite subsets
of 1\,.
4.9 Claim. I' is a proper ideal on

K,.

Proof: Suppose not. Then K, E I, i.e., K, = H U U B' for
some finite set H C K, and a finite subfamily B' ~ B. Let
F = {We: Be E B / }. By the definition of the Be's, if 0 E K,\H,
then (0, e) E We for some We E F. This however means that
the set AF mentioned in (*) must be contained in H, which is
a contradiction, since the latter is finite, but the former was
supposed to be infinite.
4.10 Claim. Let (Dn)nEw be a sequence of pairwise disjoint
subsets of 1\,. Then for some no E w, Un>no Dn E I. In partic
ular, all but finitely many of the Dn '8 are in I.
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Proof: Let (D n )nEw be as above, and let e E £ be such that
e(o) = n whenever E Dn • Let no be such that We contains

°

an open ball of radius ~ no~l centered at (I\" e). It is now
evident from the definition of the metric on X that (0, e)- E We
whenever e( 0) > no. Now it follows from our choice of e that
Dn ~ Be E I for n > no.
This concludes the proof of 4.10.

4.11 Corollary. There exist an NEw and pairwise disjoint
sets Do, ... ,DN of I\, such that for every n ~ N, D n rt I',
and it is impossible to find disjoint sets E~, E~ rt I' such that
E~UE~=Dn.
Proof: By 4.10 and a standard argument involving Konig's
Lemma. See e.g. [eN, Lemma 2.10] for a very similar proof.

Now let D be any of the sets we get from 4.11. The family
:J = I' n P(D) is a proper maximal ideal on D, hence D must
be in:finit~. Since:J is maximal, in order to show that :J is also
l1-complete, it suffices to show that D is not a union of count
ahly many elements of :J. So suppose by way of contradiction
that D = UnEw Dn , where Dn E I'. We may assume without
loss of generality that the sets D n are pairwise disjoint. Now it
follows from 4.10 that Un>no Dn E I for some no- But I ~ I',
hence D is the union of finitely many elements of I', and thus
D itself is an element of I'. This contradicts the choice of D,
so we are done.

Example 5
Our last example shows that in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 it does
not suffice .to assume that f is hi-quotient, even if X and Y
are metric and every fibre f-ly is compact.
4.12 Claim. There exists a subset ~'( of the unit square 12 with
the following properties:

(i) For every x E I, the vertical section of X at x is of the
form I\U:c, where U:c is an open interval of length ~,
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(ii) The projection PI : X

--+ ] of X onto the first coordinate
is ,not countable-compact-covering.

Proof: Michael constructed a space X' ~ ]2 with the following
properties (see [M 59, Example 4.1]):
(i)' For every x E I, the vertical section of X' at x is of the
form 1\ {Yx}, where Yx E I.
(ii)' The projection PI : X' --+ I of X onto the first coordi
nate is not compact-covering.
Now we start out with X' as above, pick for each x E I
an open interval Ux of length ~ such that Yx E Ux , and let
X = UXEI{X} x (I\Ux ).
Then X satisfies (i), and X ~ X'. Since the property of
"not being compact-covering" is inherited by any restriction of
a map to a part of its domain as long as the range remains
the same, the map PI IX is not compact-covering. Now it fol
lows from the result of [CJ] that PI IX is not even countablecompact-covering, Le., (ii) holds.
.

4.13 Claim. Let X C ]2 be such that (i) of 4.12 holds. Then
the projection PI : X --+ I is a bi-quotient map.
Proof: Let y E I, and let W be an open cover of PI1y. By
compactness, there exists a finite subcover F ~ W of PI 1 y.

Let e > 0 be such that (/ n (y - e,y + e)) x (/\Uy ) ~ UF.
If x =F y, then there is still some z E I such that both (x, z)
and (y, z) belong to X (since Ux U Uy =F I). It follows that
I n (y - e, y + e) ~ PI [U F], which shows that PI IX is bi
quotient.
The relevance of this example to Theorem 3.2 is clear. To
see its relation to 3.1, let E be a compact countable subset
of I without a compact cover under PI IX. Then Z = X n
PI} E is metrizable, hence a monotonic p-space, and PIIZ is
hi-quotient.
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